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Dear Ken 

I have been through the novel more scrupulously, as promised, and emerge full of admiration. 
It's a tremendously powerful story, with a real heart, unflagging pace (I have suggested barely 
any cuts) and some stunning set pieces. You seem equally at home with your characters in 
Scotland and London, or across the sea in Virginia. The scenes en route in the convict holds 
are as vivid as they are harrowing and, along with incidents such as the explosion in the mine, 
Mack 'doing the round', the Shadwell fight, the organised riot and many more, linger long and 
steadfast in one's mind. You've barely missed a trick and once again, I do congratulate you. 

I am sending along with this letter a list of comments and specific queries I have. Most ofthem 
can, I'm sure, be dispensed with easily: small stylistic points, repetitions, anachronisms. 
Anything you feel is controversial or disagreeable please ignore. 

There are a couple ofgeneral comments which I'll set out now: 

1) TITLE 

We all love THE FLAME OF FREEDOM. RUNAWAY, to my mind, has 
connotations of a more lightweight novel, dare I say geared even to a teenage! 
young adult market. I'm sure it's been used before and indeed I spotted a review 
in Publishers Weekly recently of a Delacorte novel with the same title. THE 
FLAME OF FREEDOM is evocative, descriptive, neatly alliterative and stands 
well alongside THE PILLARS OF THE EARTH, NIGHT OVER WATER, 
A DANGEROUS FORTUNE. Altogether more memorable. Let's discuss. 

2) MACK AND LIZZIE'S RELATIONSHIP 

This is the main area ofmy concern. Yes, certainly the notion of an affair 
between a coal miner and a lady in the 18th Century is hard to credit, and 
yet in the end you cleverly extricate these people from their respective 
social standings and bring them together with conviction. I feel, though, 
that the development of the tension between them, unacknowledged to each 
other and perhaps even to themselves especially at the outset, should be brought 
out more strongly, albeit subtly and with its necessary ambiguities. 
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Let me work through the text to give examples: 

~84 

~1l8 

~6 

~9-90 


~9 

A294 

~6 

~22-24 

Their first encounter (in the story): Lizzie is hostile, Mack antagonistic. 

Down the mine, Lizzie falls into Mack's arms; for a split second they are 
'spellbound'. A private moment, fleeting, but is this the beginning of 
stirrings between them? 

Lizzie observes Mack in the final humiliating stage of 'the round'. You 
don't tell us her reaction - yet one senses she is on his side. 

Lizzie helps Mack out ofthe river. A crucial scene this, as she virtually 
saves his life. Actions speak louder than words? Lizzie's feelings towards 
him in light of Jay's proposal which is about to seal her future? 

Lizzie drawn by curiousity and admiration to see Mack fight. Slightly 
passive emotions: do these belie a stronger attraction she refuses to 
admit to herself? 
line 17: 'his arrogance had sometimes infuriated her' - when? I can only 
recall the scene outside the church (p36). 

Ambivalence of Lizzie's feelings (line 15 'She was not sure why she did 
care ... ') could be even more strongly hinted at here? 

Now we have Mack's rather odd view of Lizzie 'He did not like her 
very much' is pretty bland, and he fails to acknowledge here the fact 
that she has saved his life. An opportunity here for him to test and 
question more subtly his feelings for her? 

Is it merely Lizzie's sense of injustice that drives her to help Mack, or 
something more? 

Can we see a stronger, more personal reaction from Lizzie to the news 
that Mack is injail? 

Line 22 'her heart ached for Mack' - at last, a glimmer of feeling for him, 
albeit possibly altruistic. 

Line 12 A passing thought on Lizzie's part for Mack - could we dig a 
little deeper? 

Lizzie catches Mack's eye up on deck and visits him in the hold. I sense 
here, especially when she reaches for his hand, incipient romance? 

i_ 

Again, Mack's view of Lizzie (Line 22.. .) is inconsistent with ours. When 
has she been arrogant and uncaring, apart from that very first encounter, 
in Mack's eyes? Is he simply tarring her with the same brush as Jay? I'm 
a little confused. 
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~38-42 

~5 

~92 

..,/432 

j7B5 

Lizzie's second visit to the hold. Mack sees her in more favorable, 
charitable light - Lizzie is more abrupt and cold, why? Is she afraid of 
giving away her feelings towards Mack? Is she so revolted by the sight 
ofhim that any feeling for him she might have had is numbed? Could we 
see a little romantic tension between them here in this crucial scene? 

Mack is thinking of Lizzie but in vague, rather dismissive, and thereby 
unsatisfactory (for the reader) fashion. 

The positive interaction between Lizzie and Mack; as she calls out to him 
before the flogging, is good and hints at a private dialogue between them. 

Line 16 Lizzie thinks fleetingly of Mack - make more ofthis? Does she 
hope he lli among the slaves Jay has chosen? 

Line 4 'He would have killed her ifhe could' - pretty extreme and 
dispassionate. An odd reaction, I think. And, p390, he is very 
dismissive ofher to Kobe and I'm not sure Kobe's explanation of 
why Mack is talking as he is is sufficient as far as Lizzie is concerned. 

What is Mack's reaction to seeing Lizzie on horseback? 

Line 7 'He knew her quite well' - again dismissive and too passive. 
Line 15 'He often angered her' - have we seen evidence ofthis? 
Jay has abandoned Lizzie for the moment and she is on her own with 
Mack: I think she would see Mack as an ally, at worst, and feel some 
kind ofbond with him which strengthens over the coming pages up to 
their first embrace (P443) and first kiss (P470) and Mack's declaration 
oflove. 

Only now does Lizzie acknowledge her desire for Mack. Suddenly 
(P486) he becomes 'the most remarkable character [she] had ever met'. 
Are their feelings for each other out into the open a mite too hurriedly 
here? 

Jay has just punched and kicked his wife (again) after she resolved to 
give him another chance, and yet she is snapping at Mack whom just 
10 pages or so earlier, she desired. Ifher outward aggression towards 
Mack in this scene is for the benefit ofthe doctor, it needlto be made 
clearer, and we should be party to what she really feels. 

Lizzie's decision to run away is made suddenly and with little build-up. 
Is she being driven by her desire for freedom or for Mack (at the moment 
Mack is getting barely a look-in)? 

Line 26 and overleaf Mack's fee1ingfhere very desultory: hardly a man 
driven by desire or love! Especially in the light ofthe following scene of 
paSSlOn. 
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Lines 23-24 'Why did we always anger one another so?' Again, this 
friction between them has never been clearly demonstrated by 
example, although they've each alluded to it before. 

Line 10 Wouldn't Mack have spared at least a thought for Lizzie and 
his love for her here? 

Line 14 What about 'Now it's up to you, Lizzie, my love, he thought'? 
We must see Mack show Lizzie affection (even just in his thoughts). 

Apart from the odd scene (notably in the river) Mack and Lizzie play terribly safe with their 
feelings for each other and rarely abandon themselves to thoughts of love, or even lust. The 
vagaries of their relationship are essential elements of the story and throw light on other key 
areas eg Lizzie's relationship with Jay (at the moment its destruction is of Jay's making: Mack 
is barely a threat, sexual or otherwise) and Mack's with Peg (after all it is jealousy that drives 
Peg away towards the end). I don't want you in the least to be heavy-handed in your handling 
of Mack and Lizzie's affair, but I think you have been perhaps more subtle than you need be, 
and I hope I've pinpointed above the areas where their natural feelings for each other can be 
reinforced to heighten the reader's sensitivity to their plight. 

I've gone on long enough. I'm now back at the office, fighting fit, and much look forward to 
hearing from you once you've had a chance to digest all this. 

With very best wishes and my congratulations 

Encs. 
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